
French Revolution of July 14, 1789, and the Hitler seizure of
Documentationdictatorial powers on Febrary 28, 1933, are just plain eco-

nomic. These right-wing judgeship candidates are being set
up to help rob your child’s piggy-bank, hardly a Christian
enterprise. Lautenberg WarnedAt this moment, the U.S. economy is on the verge of a
bigger general financial and physical-economic collapse than Of Coup d’État
1929-1933, and the forces controlling the pathetic figure oc-
cupying the Oval Office, such as the would-be “Hjalmar

Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D-N.J.) spoke during the Senate de-Schacht” of the situation, former Pinochet crony George Pratt
Shultz, the architect of the Bush II Presidency, and a key bate on the evening of May 23. Subheads have been added.
backer of the President’s Pinochet-style intention to rob you
of Social Security protection, are determined that the people Mr. President, the debate bounces back and forth, and we hear

the complaints about the change in the system, one that haswill have no pension, health-care, or bankruptcy protection
against the onrushing deep collapse of the world’s present been in existence for some 200 years. It was formally adopted

in the early part of the 20th Century.financial system.
There is no excuse for anyone’s giving support to this I see the fact that the traditions and rules of the Senate

are, frankly, in deep jeopardy. The current majority leader isattempted Bush Administration grab for dictatorial powers.
We of the U.S. not only recovered from the 1929-1933 col- threatening to annihilate over 200 years of tradition in this

Senate, by getting rid of our right to extended debate. Thelapse caused by the policies of the successive Coolidge and
Hoover Administrations, but, under Franklin Roosevelt’s Senate that will be here as a result of this nuclear option will

be a dreary, bitter, far more partisan landscape, even thoughPresidency, we prevented what would have been otherwise,
an Adolf Hitler world dictatorship. We can do that again. it obviously prevents us from operating with any kind of con-

sensus. It will only serve to make politics in Washington muchWe do have a clear majority of our leading politicians
who are good enough to make the decisions needed to get us more difficult.

One has to wonder, what happened to the claims that weresafely through the presently onrushing world-wide financial
collapse. Admittedly, many of them have made mistakes in made so frequently, particularly in the election year 2000,

when then-candidate Bush, now President, talked about beingthe past. Nearly everyone makes mistakes, and big people
tend to make the biggest mistakes. But, when we as a people a uniter, not a divider? It has been constantly referenced: “I

want to unite the American people, not divide them.”bring ourselves together to face up to a problem, and to solve
it, we of the U.S.A. have always won out, sooner or later. With this abuse of power, the majority is about to further

divide our Nation with the precision of a sledgehammer.Hopefully, this time, it will be sooner.
For this purpose, the founders of our present Constitu- I want the American people to understand what is going

to happen on the floor of the Senate if things go as planned.tional republic created a Constitutional system which is not
only the best in the world still today, but is a model for Vice President Cheney, whom we rarely see in this Chamber,

is going to come here for the specific purpose of breakingdealing with precisely those kinds of financial crises which
the parliamentary systems of Europe are not competent to existing rules for the operation of the Senate. He is going to

sit in the Presiding Officer’s chair and do something that,deal with by themselves. Our experience under President
Franklin Roosevelt is something which is still fresh in our frankly, I don’t remember in my more than 20 years in the

Senate. He could intentionally misstate, if what we hear isnational memory, especially among those still living who
were young adults or adolescents during the 1930s and what we are going to get, the rules of the Senate.

Think about the irony. Vice President Cheney gets to help1940s. What succeeded then is a starting-point for selecting
the economic recovery measures we must begin instituting nominate Federal judges. Then when the Senate objects to the

Administration’s choices, he is going to come over here andimmediately today.
So, give our leaders a chance, especially those in the Sen- break our rules to let his judges through. Talk about abuse of

power! The Founding Fathers would shudder at the thoughtate fight to defend the Constitutional principle of advice and
consent consigned to the Senate. Support them in this fight. of this scenario. It runs counter to the entire philosophy of

our Constitution. Our Constitution created a system that theySupport them as if your personal freedoms depend upon that;
they probably do. By supporting them, you will be defending thought would make it impossible for a President to abuse

his powers.our Constitutional system.
Support that system as if your life and our nation’s future Tomorrow, we are going to see what amounts to a coup

d’état, a takeover right here in the Senate. The Senate, justdepended upon winning that fight. They do. I am supporting
those engaged in this fight, whether they are Democrats or like society at large, has rules. We make laws here and we

brag about the fact that this is a country of laws. We makeRepublicans. So should you.
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care as we know it. And sometimes, let us not forget, they
may even step in to decide a Presidential election.

The Constitution says the Senate must advise and consent
before a President’s judicial nominations are allowed to take

Sen. Frank the bench. It doesn’t say advise and relent. It doesn’t say
Lautenberg, consent first and then advise. As Democratic leader Harryspeaking before the

Reid recently said: George Bush was elected President, notaccord was
king.reached: “The

Founding Fathers The Founding Fathers, Washington, Jefferson, and Madi-
would shudder at son, did not want a king. And that is why the Constitution
the thought of this created the Senate as a check on the President’s power. Withscenario. . . .

terrible ideas like Social Security privatization coming fromTomorrow, we are
the President these days, the American people are thankfulgoing to see what

amounts to a coup that we are here to stop it.
d’état, a takeover President Bush once famously said: If this were a dictator-
right here in the ship, it’d be a heck of a lot easier, just so long as I’m the dic-Senate.”

tator.
I am hopeful that President Bush was kidding when he

said that. But the President’s allies don’t seem to be. They
want the Senate to simply approve every Bush nominee re-laws here and expect Americans to follow them. But now the

majority leader wants the Senate to make it easier for the gardless of the record.
We have confirmed 208 of President Bush’s nominees.Republican Senators to change the rules when you don’t like

the way the game is going. What kind of an example does that But there are several we objected to because we believed they
were too extreme. They voiced their opinions. This was notset for the country? Some may ask, if we don’t follow our

own rules, why should the average American follow the rules based on hearsay. It was based on things they said. They are
too extreme to sit on the Federal bench.that we make here?

If the majority leader wants to change the rules, there is The Republican side of the aisle calls this the tyranny of
the minority. But in the Senate, who is the minority and whoa legal way to do it. A controversial Senate rule change is

supposed to go through the Rules Committee. Once it reaches is the majority? When you do the math on the current Senate,
you will find that the majority is actually in the minority. Thethe full Senate for consideration, it needs 67 votes to go into

effect. But rather than follow the rules, Vice President Cheney minority is the majority. Here is what I mean: majority or
minority. Current Senate: Republican caucus, 55 Senators,will break the rules from his position as the Presiding Officer

and change the rules by fiat. In other words, we will see an they represent 144,765,000 Americans. The Democratic cau-
cus has less Senators, 45 as opposed to 55, and they representattempt to overthrow the Senate as we know it.

Hopefully, some courageous Senators will step forward, some 148,336,000 Americans. So where is the minority here?
In this chart, each Senator is allotted one-half of his or hervote their conscience, and put a stop to this once and for all.

There are several people who disagree with their leader on state’s population, just to explain how we get there. What you
find is that the minority in this body, the Democratic caucus,the Republican side, and they have expressed their unwilling-

ness to go through with this muscular takeover of the Senate. represents 3.5 million more people than does the majority.
That is exactly why the Founding Fathers wanted to protect
minority rights in the Senate, because a minority of SenatorsThe President Is Not a King

It is unbefitting the body. President Bush and the majority may actually represent a majority of the people.
How do you discard that and say: Well, we are the major-leader want to get rid of the filibuster because it is the only

thing standing between them and absolute control of our gov- ity? You don’t own the place. It is supposed to be a consensus
government, particularly in the Senate.ernment and our nation. They think the Senate should be a

rubberstamp for the President. That is not what our Founders I make one last appeal to the majority leader: Don’t take
this destructive action.intended. It is an abuse of power, and it is wrong, whether a

Republican or a Democrat lives in the White House. I want the American people to understand one thing: The
big fight here is because the people who will get these posi-I say to the American people: Please, get past the process

debate here. Let’s not forget how important our Federal tions have lifetime tenure. That means they could be here 20,
30, or 40 years.judges are. They make decisions about what rights we have

under our Constitution. They make decisions about whether I have faith in the courage of my colleagues across the
aisle. I hope they are going to put loyalty to their countryour education and environmental laws will be enforced. They

make decisions about whether we continue to have health ahead of loyalty to a political party.
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